LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT

March 17, 2017

Dear Sir/Madam:
We would like to thank everyone who contributed and bought us new toys a few weeks ago.
We’ve been so excited and so busy playing with them that we totally forgot to say thank you!
They are so bright and such pretty colors! We will try not to put any teeth marks in the donuts,
but … well, we can’t promise.

A few of us have special notes:
Nikita: I like my new blue ball. It’s really easy to roll around, and much easier to sit on than the
yellow one. And I think it will be much easier to hide from the landscaping crew! Also, please
note that when I sit on it pretending to be a chicken sitting on an egg, it’s because that’s what I
want to eat that day - chicken.
Cam: Zabu tells me not to, but I’m gonna chew on it anyway. I don’t care. I have to relieve my
stress from Joseph stalking Zabu somehow, since he refuses to wear the eye mask I got him for
Christmas.

Joseph: Mine should have been gold-plated, as befits a King. In order to maintain my dignity
as a royal, however, I will not play with it in view of the camera. Now when is somebody going
to buy me a crown?
Armani: I love my new toys! I say “toys” because Jade is too lazy to play so I took hers, too!
Hoover: I like my new toy, but I like my new neighbors better. I have very little time to play with
it because I am so busy watching and stalking and flirting with the ladies! This is the best home
EVER!

From all of us cats, a sincere thanks to everyone who contributed to our new toys. We are
loving them!
Sincerely,
Armani, Cheetaro, Jade, Jinx, Sabre, Sundari, Cameron and Zabu, Joseph, Nikita, Sapphire,
Jasmine, Andy, Keisha, Gabrielle, Hoover, Priya, Ares, Artemis, Aspen Echo, Josie, Mac,
Mickey, Orion and Reise

(Sent via Lori D., Secretary to the Cats)

